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QUESTION 1

Examine the following traffic log; then answer the question below. 

date-20xx-02-01 time=19:52:01 devname=master device_id="xxxxxxx" log_id=0100020007 type=event subtype=system
pri critical vd=root service=kemel status=failure msg="NAT port is exhausted." 

What does the log mean? 

A. There is not enough available memory in the system to create a new entry in the NAT port table. 

B. The limit for the maximum number of simultaneous sessions sharing the same NAT port has been reached. 

C. FortiGate does not have any available NAT port for a new connection. 

D. The limit for the maximum number of entries in the NAT port table has been reached. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator cannot connect to the GIU of a FortiGate unit with the IP address 10.0.1.254. The administrator runs
the debug flow while attempting the connection using HTTP. The output of the debug flow is shown in the exhibit: 

Based on the error displayed by the debug flow, which are valid reasons for this problem? (Choose two.) 

A. HTTP administrative access is disabled in the FortiGate interface with the IP address 10.0.1.254. 

B. Redirection of HTTP to HTTPS administrative access is disabled. 

C. HTTP administrative access is configured with a port number different than 80. 

D. The packet is denied because of reverse path forwarding check. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 3

View the exhibit, which contains the output of a diagnose command, and the answer the question below. 
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Which statements are true regarding the Weight value? 

A. Its initial value is calculated based on the round trip delay (RTT). 

B. Its initial value is statically set to 10. 

C. Its value is incremented with each packet lost. 

D. It determines which FortiGuard server is used for license validation. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

View the IPS exit log, and then answer the question below. 

# diagnose test application ipsmonitor 3 ipsengine exit log" 

pid = 93 (cfg), duration = 5605322 (s) at Wed Apr 19 09:57:26 2017 code = 11, reason: manual What is the status of
IPS on this FortiGate? 

A. IPS engine memory consumption has exceeded the model-specific predefined value. 

B. IPS daemon experienced a crash. 

C. There are communication problems between the IPS engine and the management database. 

D. All IPS-related features have been disabled in FortiGate\\'s configuration. 

Correct Answer: D 

The command diagnose test application ipsmonitor includes many options that are useful for troubleshooting
purposes.Option 3 displays the log entries generated every time an IPS engine process stopped. There are various
reasons why these logs are generated:Manual: Because of the configuration, IPS no longer needs to run (that is, all IPS-
releated features have been disabled) 
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QUESTION 5

Refer to the exhibit, which shows a session entry. Which statement about this session is true? 

A. It is an ICMP session from 10.1.10.10 to 10.200.5. 1. 

B. It is a TCP session in close_wait state, from 10. l. 10.10 to 10.200.1.1. 

C. It is an ICMP session from 10.1.10.10 to 10.200.1.1. 

D. It is a TCP session in the established state, from 10.1.10.10 to 10.200.5.1. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

Which two statements about OCVPN are true? (Choose two.) 

A. Only root vdom supports OCVPN. 

B. OCVPN supports static and dynamic IPs in WAN interface. 

C. OCVPN offers only Hub-Spoke VPNs. 

D. FortiGate devices under different FortiCare accounts can be used to form OCVPN. 

Correct Answer: AB 

Reference: https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortigate/6.0.0/cookbook/977344/one-click-vpn-ocvpn https://
docs.fortinet.com/document/fortigate/6.2.9/cookbook/496884/overlay-controller-vpn- ocvpn 

 

QUESTION 7

Which real time debug should an administrator enable to troubleshoot RADIUS authentication problems? 

A. Diagnose debug application radius -1. 
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B. Diagnose debug application fnbamd -1. 

C. Diagnose authd console ?og enable. 

D. Diagnose radius console ?og enable. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://kb.fortinet.com/kb/documentLink.do?externalID=FD32838 

 

QUESTION 8

Refer to the exhibit, which shows the output of a debug command. 

Which two statements about the output are true? (Choose two.) 

A. The local FortiGate OSPF router ID is 0.0.0.4. 

B. Port4 is connected to the OSPF backbone area. 

C. In the network connected to port4, two OSPF routers are down. 

D. The local FortiGate is the backup designated router. 

Correct Answer: AB 

Area 0.0.0.0 is the backbone area. 

 

QUESTION 9

Refer to the exhibit, which shows a partial routing table. 
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Assuming all the appropriate firewall policies are configured, which two pings will FortiGate route? (Choose two.) 

A. Source IP address: 10.1.0.10. Destination IP address: 10.64.1.52 

B. Source IPaddress: 10.72.3.52. Destination IP address: 10.1.0.254 

C. Source IPaddress: 10.10.4.24, Destination IPaddress: 10.72.3.20 

D. Source IPaddress: 10.73.9.10, Destination IPaddress: 10.72.3.15 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 10

Four FortiGate devices configured for OSPF connected to the same broadcast domain. The first unit is elected as the
designated router The second unit is elected as the backup designated router Under normal operation, how many OSPF
full adjacencies are formed to each of the other two units? 

B. 2 

C. 3 

D. 4 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Examine the output of the `get router info ospf interface\\' command shown in the exhibit; then answer the question
below. 
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Which statements are true regarding the above output? (Choose two.) 

A. The port4 interface is connected to the OSPF backbone area. 

B. The local FortiGate has been elected as the OSPF backup designated router. 

C. There are at least 5 OSPF routers connected to the port4 network. 

D. Two OSPF routers are down in the port4 network. 

Correct Answer: AC 

on BROADCAST network there are 4 neighbors, among which 1*DR +1*BDR. So our FG has 4 neighbors, but create
adjacency only with 2 (with DR and BDR). 2 neighbors DRother (not down). 

 

QUESTION 12

Refer to the exhibit, which contains the partial output of a diagnose command. 
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Based on the output, which two statements are correct? (Choose two.) 

A. Anti-replay is enabled 

B. The remote gateway IP is 10.200.4.1. 

C. DPD is disabled. 

D. Quick mode selectors are disabled. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 13

Refer to the exhibit, which shows a FortiGate configuration. 
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An administrator is troubleshooting a web filter issue on FortiGate. The administrator has configured a web filter profile
and applied it to a policy; however, the web filter is not inspecting any traffic that is passing through the policy. 

What must the administrator change to fix the issue? 

A. The administrator must increase webfilter-timeout. 

B. The administrator must disable webfilter-force-off. 

C. The administrator must change protocol to TCP. 

D. The administrator must enable fortiguard-anycast. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://docs.fortinet.com/document/fortigate/6.4.5/cli-reference/109620/config- systemfortiguard 
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QUESTION 14

Examine the output of the `get router info bgp summary\\' command shown in the exhibit; then answer the question
below. 

Which statements are true regarding the output in the exhibit? (Choose two.) 

A. BGP state of the peer 10.125.0.60 is Established. 

B. BGP peer 10.200.3.1 has never been down since the BGP counters were cleared. 

C. Local BGP peer has not received an OpenConfirm from 10.200.3.1. 

D. The local BGP peer has received a total of 3 BGP prefixes. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 15

Which two tasks are automated using the Install Wizard on FortiManager? (Choose two.) 

A. Preview pending configuration changes for managed devices. 

B. Add devices to FortiManager. 

C. Import policy packages from managed devices. 

D. Install configuration changes to managed devices. 

E. Import interface mappings from managed devices. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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https://help.fortinet.com/fmgr/50hlp/56/5-6-2/FortiManager_Admin_Guide/1000_Device%
20Manager/1200_install_to%20devices/0400 _Install%20wizard-device%20settings.htm There are 4 main wizards:Add
Device: is used to add devices to central management and import their configurations. Install: is used to install
configuration changes from Device Manager or Policies and Objects to themanaged devices. It allows you to preview
the changes and, if the administrator doesn\\'t agree with the changes, cancel and modify them. Import policy: is used to
import interface mapping, policy database, and objects associated with the managed devices into a policy package
under the Policy and Object tab. It runs with the Add Device wizard by default and may be run at any time from the
managed device list. Re-install policy: is used to perform a quick install of the policy package. It doesn\\'t give the ability
to preview the changes that will be installed to the managed device. 
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